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SOME ANALYSIS OF THE WSMR TEST RESULTS ON DSB
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 White Sands Missile Range

1.  SUMMARY

The purpose of this paper is to relate results of ref. (1), the previous experimental paper,
Double Sideband Suppressed Carrier System, by F. J. Schmitt, to theory and to the
application of DSB/FM to wideband vibration type data. Inasmuch as the notch noise
test was one of the basic tools for the laboratory investigation, the notch noise results and
the DSB results are compared. Preliminary data on the effects of tape recording,
including flutter, are discussed. Comparison of CBW FM/FM and DSB/FM for vibration
telemetry is made on the basis of requirements outlined in ref. (2). The experimental data
indicate a 13 to 18 db carrier power improvement of DSB/FM over FM/FM. Reasons for
this improvement are given.

2.  NOTCH NOISE RESULTS

Details and application of the notch noise tests are discussed in refs. (1, 3, 4). Fig. 9 of
ref. (1) shows notch noise test results on the radio link utilized for the tests using flat
noise loading band limited from 12kc to 108kc. It was found that with and without the
pre-emphasis schedule used, the optimum level of modulation for the notch noise test
condition was 89kc rms at a carrier signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)c = 12db. For the DSB test
condition, the corresponding levels were 80kc rms and 71kc rms respectively. Fig. 9 of
ref. (1) was run at 78kc rms. Note that the receiver is thresholded across the band for
(S/N)c in the receiver IF of 12 db. The noise bandwidth of the IF is close to 500kc. The
following compares the results with the above-threshold theory for FM receivers.

The two-sided power density spectrum Sdd in the output of the receiver as produced by
the flat noise input from the notch noise tester to the transmitter is

(1)



where
Bb = bandpass of notch noise tester = 108 - 12 = 96kc
fdrms = rms carrier deviation = 78kc for Fig. 9 of ref. (1).

The baseband two-sided noise power density Sbb in the output of the receiver when well
above threshold is given approximately by the formula:

Sbb = f2Snn /S (cps)2 /cps (2)
where

Snn = two-sided noise power density per cps in IF
S   = total signal power in IF
f    = baseband frequency.

It should be noted that in the derivation of equation (2), the carrier is assumed to be
unmodulated. Thus from equations (1) and (2) and assuming that Sdd > > Sbb

(3)

where
(S/N)c = signal-to-noise power ratio in IF
B        = noise bandwidth of IF = 500kc.

With the above numbers, the notch noise tester output power density ratio is

(4)

A numerical comparison with Fig. 9 of (1) is given in Table I for (S/N)c = 12 db.

Table I

In interpreting Table I it should be noted that the (S/N)c measurement is good to a db or
so. The experimental data in Table I were not corrected for the intermodulation noise
floor in Fig. 9 of ref. (1) so that, for example, the experimental entry for 14kc is about



1 Spectrum spreading by “modulation noise” can also contribute to the notch noise test. See, for
example, ref. (6) p. 161.

0.5 db too low. Also the approximation in equation (3) causes the theoretical entry for
105kc to be about 0.1 db too low. Thus, the agreement of the approximate theory with
the test results appears to be reasonable.

As already mentioned in ref. (1), the DSB/FM tests were made with noise input to the
DSB subcarriers. The input spectrum was de-emphasized by two RC filters isolated by
an operational amplifier with the result that the DSB modulated spectrum occupies only
about 1/6 of the 96kc notch noise test baseband. This explains why, in Fig. 11 of ref. (1)
the DSB data lie about 8 db higher than the notch noise data in the region of (S/N)c

where the intermodulation noise can be neglected. Thus it can be said that as far as IF
thermal noise is concerned, good agreement exists between theory and experiment and
between notch noise test results and DSB test results.

3.  EFFECT OF TAPE RECORDING

Direct tape recording of DSB subcarriers introduces degradation due to additive noise,
intermodulation, dropout and flutter. Intermodulation is caused by non-linearity in
amplifiers, etc. The sum of additive and intermodulation noise can be evaluated by the
notch noise test.1 On the Ampex FR 600 recorder used for the results in ref. (1) the notch
results, when optimized for direct record and playback levels, gave the results in
Table II.

Table II
Notch Noise Test for Direct Recording

where
S + N = output with noise generator on and notch out
N       = output with noise generator on and notch in
Nnm    = output with noise generator off = noise floor

It is difficult to interpret Table II in terms of any simple model because it appears that the
noise floor swamps out any other effects at the low end of the spectrum. As pointed out
in the previous section, about 8 db should be added to (S + N)/N in the case of the DSB
subcarriers because of the concentration of power in the neighborhood of the subcarrier



frequencies. This explains the experimental results that with DSB channels noise loaded,
direct recording degrades the results by only a db or so relative to the radio link alone
with (S/N)c = 39 db where (S/N)c = IF signal-to-noise ratio in a 500kc IF.

Table III gives notch noise test results for pre-detection recording on the FR 600 with a
flat input noise spectrum. The 10 mcps IF from the DEI receiver was down-converted to
450kc. Play-back was through an EMR model 270 discriminator at 450kc. The (S/N)c in
the 500kc IF was 39 db and 12 db and the figures entered in the table are (S + N)/N out
of notch noise tester.

Table III
Notch Noise Test for Pre-Detection Recordin

By comparison with Fig. 9 ref. (1), it is seen that at (S/N)c = 12 db and 39 db, very little
noise is added by the recording.

Noise loading tests do not effectively show up effects of tape flutter, drop-outs and
“modulation noise.” Modulation noise is an amplitude modulation of the direct recorded
signal which is explained by the aggregation of magnetic particles during tape
manufacture - see ref. (6) p. 161. It would appear that this is akin to drop-out and might
be classed with it. The fast AGC, referenced to the 3kc baseband pilot tone in the DSB
equipment tested, reduces the amplitude modulation due to these effects but the
reduction is limited by the gain and bandwidth of the AGC loop. The resulting error is
multiplicative - i.e., to first approximation it is proportional to the data modulation. In
the equipment tested, the 3 db point of the fast AGC is approximately 80 cps.

Tape flutter and drop-out effects may be analyzed as follows: Flutter is a result of tape
speed variations. This may be viewed as an error in the time base. We assume that the
average speed of the tape is held constant by the transport servo at so inches/sec. The
instantaneous speed is then written as s0 + )s(t). The instantaneous time base ((t) is then

where
(5)



2 In the DSB test equipment use( for ref. (1) the nonlinear device is a Schmitt trigger similar to
the method often used in PCM bit synchronizers. The subcarrier pilot tones serve to provide
subcarrier zero crossings when the data signal is zero.

3 For SSB, an equivalent procedure gives ,f(t) – a(t) - 2(t). See, for example, ref. (5) p. 7-72.

Suppose that the DSB subcarrier of frequency Ti rad/sec is modulated by a data signal
f(t). Then the corresponding direct-record output is

(6)

where a(t) is the fractional amplitude error resulting from imperfect AGC based on the
amplitude of the 3kc baseband pilot tone, f(t) is the data signal and wi is the subcarrier
frequency. In order to obtain a reference tone for coherent demodulation, the signal of
equation (6) is passed through a nonlinear device and a harmonic is filtered by a phase-
lock-loop. If the nonlinear device is square-law, for example, then

(7)

A limiter ahead of the PLL can be used to reduce the amplitude modulation on the
second harmonic.2 Let the PLL error in tracking the phase 2Ti0(t) be 22(t). Let the PLL
vco output, y(t), be written as

(8)

The signal y(t) is passed through a frequency divider to halve the frequency. This gives
the demodulation reference tone, r(t),

(9)

The filtered output p(t) of the product demodulator is

(10)

Thus an error ,(t) results. If 2(t) << 1 radian, then cos 2(t) – 1 - 22(t) / 2 and if a(t) << 1,
then the fractional error ,f(t) is given approximately by3

(11)

Note that the error involves f(t) as a product and it is thus a multiplicative error.



Equation (11) applies to direct recording. With pre-detection recording the recorder
output to the discriminator ma be written

(12)

where )Ti = carrier modulation by the ith subcarrier and $ is a variable of integration.
The carrier discriminator output e(t) is given by differentiating the phase in equation (12)
with respect to time, it being assumed that tape drop-out and modulation noise have been
removed by the limiter ahead of the discriminator.

(13)

where Kd = discriminator gain constant. We may assume that the discriminator is tuned
to T0 so the term T0 in equation (1 3) vanishes. Thus we see from equation (13) that
flutter introduces an additive term KdT0)s(t) /s0 plus the multiplicative term
Kd)Ti)s(t)/s0 . However, since )s(t)/s0 is usually very small compared to unity, the
multiplicative term can be neglected. Thus, proceeding as in the direct-record case, the
fractional error for pre-detection recording is, approximately,

(14)

The amplitude error a(t) appears in equation (14) because fast AGC tracks the additive
error which is a function of baseband frequency.

A preliminary test was run to estimate ,(t). For this test, the 16kc, 56kc and the 88kc
DSB channels were modulated by a DC voltage (plus the subcarrier pilot tones) and the
fluctuating component on the DSB output from these channels was measured by an rms
meter. The radio link was used, being modulated 78 kc rms and (S/N)c = 39 db. All other
DSB channels were fully modulated by noise. Table IV summarizes the results. This
table of results must be considered as preliminary test results. Also, other test data such
as tape flutter spectral density, spectral density of the output of the DSB channels
configured for Table IV etc., have not been acquired and checked so that quantitative
interpretation is not possible at this time. However, certain trends are evident. In all
cases, the rms value of the noise on the DC voltage increases with increasing DC voltage
as predicted by equations (11) and (14) where f(t) is taken as the DC modulation voltage.
However, the nature of the variation is different with the different channels. From
equation (6) it is seen that the subcarrier phase modulation due to the flutter is
proportional to Ti, the subcarrier frequency. Since the closed loop bandwidth of the
channel PLL are all approximately the same, namely about 50 cps, the rms value of the
untracked phase error should be proportional to Ti. The noise for the pre-detection case



increases as the channel frequency increases but not as fast as predicted. The
postdetection (or direct) case shows most of the noise at the low frequency end. Thus it
is apparent that the data in Table IV are the result of several effects. Further data will be
required in order to separate the effects and to permit quantitative evaluation of each.
Note that the worst case is the 16kc channel on post-detection recording. The rms noise-
to-peak-to-peak signal ratio here is less than 3%.

Table IV
Tape Recorder Effects Test

4.  COMPARISON OF SDB/FM WITH CW-FM/FM FOR VIBRATION AND
ACOUSTIC DATA

In order to compare different methods of modulation and multiplexing, it is necessary to
specify the nature and requirements of the data to be transmitted. For purposes of
comparison here, the requirements for vibration and acoustic data compiled in ref. (2)
will be used. Briefly, these are, assuming a 2kc data channel and using the notation of
ref. (2),

data crest factor K = 3
modulation safety factor M = 2
upper break point frequency fm/a = 1kc
lower break point frequency fm/b = 0



4 Equation 7.7.25a is in error. It should read

required data spectral density-to-noise spectral density ratios
R1 = R2 = 10

With these numbers it is shown in refs. (5) and (7) that with CBW FM subcarriers and
with no data pre-emphasis, a peak-to-peak signal-to-rms noise ratio of 46 db is required.
Basically, the reasons for this rather large required S/N is the crest factor K, the
modulation safety factor M, the triangular subcarrier FM noise spectrum, and the - 12 db
per octave roll-off of the data with break point at fm/a. Figures 1 and 2 are taken from ref.
(5) and summarize the constant bandwidth FM/FM data published in ref. (8). It should be
noted that in these figures the output signal-tonoise ratio (S/N)d is in terms of rms full-
modulation sinusoid-to-rms noise. The 46 db peak-to-peak signal-to-rms noise ratio is
46-9 = 37 db in terms of rms full-modulation sinusoid-to-rms noise. From Figs. 1 and 2 it
is seen that with the 21 channel CBW format or the 21 channel CBW plus 11 channels of
proportional bandwidth format, the requirement is just barely met with D = 2 because of
intermodulation. and system noise. If we assume that the 24db (S/N)c in 500kc IF
characteristic is essentially free of residual noise and intermodulation, then on this basis,
an (S/N)c value of about 34 db in 500kc is required for Figure 1 and about 31db for
Figure 2.

Uglow (9) has pointed out that the new IRIG 106-66 requirements for VHF allow
heavier carrier modulation than assumed for the experimental results in ref. (8). Based on
the property of the Bessel function Jn(x) of the first kind that the first term in, the power
series expansion is proportional to xn if n is a positive integer, Uglow has shown that
43kc rms deviation, instead of 27kc rms in Fig. 1, could be used if the transmitter power
is held to 10 watts. Similarly, for Fig. 2 the deviation could be increased to 66kc rms for
the CBW multiplex. Of course, no benefit, or even degradation, would occur unless the
intermodulation effects were reduced by using a wider IF bandwidth filter or by an IF
designed for less delay distortion - see, for example, ref. (4). (It should be noted here that
IRIG 106-66 in L and S band telemetry requires that the power in any 3kc bandwidth be
down 60 db as compared to 40 db for VHF This will be more restrictive on low index
FM, as with CBW FM/FM than a higher index FM as with SSB/FM or DSB/FM.)
Assuming that improvement is not restricted by residual noise and intermodulation, as
noted, then the improvement for Figure 1 would be 4 db and Figure 2 would be improved
by 3 db. Now since Figures 1 and 2 are for 21 channels of 1kc bandwidth with D = 2, a
correction is required to compare with 10 channels of DSB with 2kc bandwidth keeping
D = 2. From eq. (7.2.25a) of ref. (5) it is seen that a 3 db improvement must be allowed.4

Again neglecting residual noise and intermodulation, the 37 db (S/N)d requirement 



demands that (S/N)c = 34-7 = 27 db in 500kc for 10 channel CBW FM/FM and (S/N)c =
31-6 = 25 db in 500kc for 10 channel combinational FM/FM.

From Figures 11 and 12A of ref. (1) it is seen immediately that with 78kc: rms carrier
deviation with pre-emphasis, the vibration and acoustic requirements listed are satisfied
by over 5 db at (S/N)c = 12 db which, as indicated in Section 2, is the carrier threshold
using the conventional discriminator. If the 110kc rms deviation which just satisfies
IRIG 106-66 for VHF - see Fig. 4, ref. (1) - were used, then a further 3 db improvement
would result if a lower threshold demodulator were available, assuming of course that
intermodulation noise is not a restriction. Thus it is seen that even if intermodulation is
neglected 16 to 18 db more carrier power is required for CBW FM/FM than for
DSB/FM. A fundamental reason for this is that in the case of FM/FM the radio link is
loaded by the FM subcarriers whether the subcarriers are modulated with data or not. In
DSB or SSB the subcarrier amplitude is proportional to the data. If the data signal is
zero, the amplitude is zero. Also, in FM/FM the crest factor K and the modulation safety
factor M requires that the data link meet the requirements when the rms value of the data
is one twelfth the peak-to-peak modulation range of the FM subcarrier! In DSB and SSB,
the AGC takes care of the modulation safety factor M and the important crest factor is
the crest factor of the sum of all the modulated subcarriers since this determines the peak
modulation of the radio link.

From a practical point of view, most of the receivers on the ranges and probably most of
the commercially available transmitters display about the same amount of
intermodulation as in ref. (1) and (8). With ten channels of 2kc data bandwidth and
D = 2, Figures (1) and (2) indicate that 27 to 30 db (S/N)c in a 500kc IF is required to
meet the 37 db (S/N)d- This is 15 to 18 db more than required for the DSB/ FM as shown
by the results of ref. (1).
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